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Trump to dissolve foundation
President-elect’s charity
under scrutiny over how
funds used to settle suits
By MARK BERMAN
AND DAVID A. FAHRENTHOLD
WASHINGTON POST

President-elect
Donald
Trump said he plans to shut
down his charitable foundation,
a decision that comes after repeated controversies over how
it collected and disbursed funds.

In a statement Saturday, Trump offered no
timeline for when his
foundation would close
down but said he had
directed his attorney to
take the steps needed to
close the charity. It was
also not immediately Donald
clear when the founda- Trump
tion would be able to dissolve, given an ongoing investigation in New York.
“The foundation has done
enormous good works over

the years in contributing millions of dollars
to countless worthy
groups, including supporting veterans, law
enforcement
officers
and children,” Trump
said in the statement.
“However, to avoid even
the appearance of any
conflict with my role as
president I have decided to continue to pursue my strong interest in philanthropy in other
ways.”

The Donald J. Trump Foundation has come under intense
scrutiny this year after a series
of reports in the Washington
Post detailing its practices, including cases in which Trump
apparently used the charity’s
money to settle lawsuits involving his for-profit businesses.
New York’s attorney general
has been investigating the charity after some of these reports,
and a spokeswoman for that office said the foundation could
not officially shut down until

that probe is over.
“The Trump Foundation is
still under investigation by this
office and cannot legally dissolve until that investigation is
complete,” Amy Spitalnick, the
spokeswoman, said in an email
Saturday.
The foundation is unusual in
that it largely collects and donates money from other people.
In fact, in the six years from 2009
to 2014, Trump told the Internal
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Picture postcard Christmas
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aint Teresa of Avila Roman Catholic Church in Bodega is
beloved 19th-century landmark stands as a reminder of enduring
illuminated by a single strand of lights around the doorway traditions established generations ago and the warmth of those
under the winter hue of a cold, clear December night. The
places where we choose to gather during this holiday season.
INSIDE Press Democrat photographers share some of their memorable images from 2016 as well as the inspiration and motivation behind them / A12 and A13

Schoolbox Project gives
stranded refugees hope
SEBASTOPOL » Alpaca farmer’s
nonprofit organization helps children
weather their ordeal in Greek camps
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The Elliniko refugee camp outside of Athens
is a complex of abandoned 2004 Olympic Games
venues and the former Ellinikon International
Airport.
This is where the Sebastopol-based Schoolbox
Project has been located since Oct. 31, just outside the international arrivals area at the old airport, where families once waited for loved ones
to return.
The Schoolbox Project, a nonprofit nongovernmental organization, provides specialized
care to displaced children. It was founded this
spring by Sebastopol’s Belle Sweeney after she
traveled to Greece looking to help refugees who
had fled their home countries.
More than 50,000 refugees — most from Syria,
Afghanistan and Iraq — are stranded in Greece
seeking asylum, waiting for approval and settlement in a foreign country.
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Newcomer provided
voters an alternative
By ANGELA HART

By CHRISTI WARREN
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SCHOOLBOX PROJECT

Belle Sweeney, executive director of Sebastopolbased Schoolbox Project, carries a child at the Port
of Piraues, Greece, in April. The tent city held about
5,000 refugees at the time.
Sweeney, 33, an alpaca farmer, arrived on the
Greek island of Lesbos in November 2015 as a
volunteer, a west county woman feeling a need to
help the refugees. When she returned to Greece
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ynda Hopkins is set to be
sworn into office early
next month as the first
woman elected to represent
western Sonoma County on the
Board of Supervisors.
Hopkins, a Stanford-educated
organic farmer and political
newcomer, achieved that feat by
prevailing in a hard-fought race
against a more experienced
rival, former state Sen. Noreen
Evans, who began her political
career 20 years ago as a Santa
Rosa councilwoman.
“We knocked on more than
45,000 doors, we made over
28,000 phone calls, we had
45 meet-and-greets and we held
six town halls,” Hopkins, 33, said

Lynda
Hopkins

Noreen
Evans

of the campaign that propelled
her to victory. “It was really the
relentless personal engagement
with voters and getting out there
into the community.”
The strength of Hopkins’ win
— she claimed 54 percent of the
vote to Evans’ 46 percent — and
the way in which she achieved
it, outperforming Evans even in
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COMING MONDAY From salmon to crab to abalone, North Coast fisheries are
ailing. Read all the year-end stories online at pressdemocrat.com.
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